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you drink your sklch, «Toe? It1
best on the planet.”
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LIGHT

First I must apologize to those of
you who were late in receiving
their February LIGHTS. Due to
contents
siege of sickness in the home
’ which he also go t
Light Flashes........... *
. 2 your editor, in
caught,
was the
the reason
reason.....
Satanic Humor (fiction),........ 3 —hisself
————
v, was
mvasion (article)............. ............... 5 I notice in the current TIME (Feb
Songs of the Rocl:eteers( verse) .. 7 22) where the American publishing
Contrariwise (department).............8 business is due for another
caper
Hell’s Corner (department)........... 9 cuu this spring! It is promised
The mil Box (department)......... .. .10 that this will be the final cut
Story Ratings........................... ............. 12 but you know these government off ices.,,,.Is Canada left without
a
LIGHT. Published monthly by Leslie professional representative in th©
A. Croutch, Box 121, Parry Sound, fantasy field? Rumors, supported by
Ont., Canada. Price 50 a copy.Will its non-appearance, have it
that
exchange with other fanzines. Ad UNCAIJNY TALES has folded its tent ,
vertisements, 250 quarter page or and like a certain hos-sthief, done
fraction thereof.
stole away in the middle Of
of
the
n^ghtj if this is true, only PonulCONTRIBUTORS: Articles are wahted, ar’s SUPER SCIENCE, and American
serious, factual, humorous; let me News’ WEIRD TALES are left to us .
see what you have. Flease note: I Ah soleful day! Let’s hope Popular
am well stocked on fiction,
but brings out a Canadian edition
of
there- is a good opening for verse. its very popular FAMOUS FANTASTIC
MYSTERIES....I havo seen the
n ew
IF AN "X" APPEARS IN THE FRAME BE FEM. It has the regular art work
LOW, IT MEANS YOUR
SI
interior and on cover. Biggest
EXPIRES WITH THIS ISSUE
change
caused by the shift of owner
BETTER
RENEW OR EISE. ----------ship is the edges. They are un—
trimmed now?....ElmerLPerdue, US-er
sent me some magazines in various
sized parcels. I received the small
ones but the large went back to hi m
so it shows what is up. Due to some
coming next month among other
reason, parcels of magazines from
things:
the United States to Canada,
are
Beginning Barbara Bovard’s
not allowed across the border unless
latest story -castor Oil
they contain only one or two magazi
and Piratesu.
ines. omce the first of the year
Cherchc-z la Femme by Nanck.
only the latter have got through ’
apparently. It’s dirty trick!
To
This publication is a member of the save transportation space, I wonder
C.A.F.P
or what?.... .What price fame?
If
you see ,7Grablinsu in the cabers
JUST I N !
from now on, Spr. E. A. Godfrey, is
Four copies of British Reprint
the originator. I have here the’
ASTOUNDING for October 1942. 180 copy of the original typed poem
by
'each.
Al entitled -The Grablins” which he
also have copies of other numbers sent to various papers. I*
'
it has
anpBre Astounding and Unimown.
Am eared in the Halifax Herald,
?
WoK
getting these over steadily. Make St. Catharines Standard, and
this your headquarters for Brit papers. Al tells me he received other
a
ish editions. All have covers on, letter telling him the War Time
Prices and Trade Board were taking
it up and sponsoring it across th e
country. So a Canadian fan becomes
Number
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His Satanic Majesty lolled on a divan, stretched himself and look
ed over to Sis boo,Idee e per with a tired yawn. "Say, Be.-el ze-bub. VJhat
in thunder is.‘all that" noise- over there? Sounds like ;a parcel of pigs
squealing,"
' ■ " 7
"That, your Royal Nibses, is the bunch of flappers that, we roped
in last night 'Just before closing. They are singing their hymh of hate
to men who don’t give them liberty to make fools of themselves. Any
special.orders concerning them, your majesty?" said the bookkeeper,
solemnly,
•
■ z
• • ■’>
.
"Gadzooksl They make my tired head ache, with their bowlings and
screechings. Can’t something be done to stop their mouths.? .Well, we’ll
soon have then in the furnace, sizzling in the--hot tar. Gad, I hardly
know how to begin with them. If I put them on the toaster and roast
the£, I’m afraid I’ll never get the odor of cocoa-nut oil- and 'face
powder outj'of the griddle. If I boil them in the hot tar, it will
suoil a lot of good material for an insignificant display of mannish
legs and arms. To give-them the sulphur bath, would,-.in my opinion,
be the proper thing, as it would fumigate while punisnmg— yea, give
’em the brimstone,"
is law. I will order the
"Your majesty’s word
bookkeeper, putting his
dope at once," quoth the
ing out the order:
lips to a tube and grind- t
tune up- the furnaces
"Hell, Brimstone 1 Say,
/
good and hot, then add
so that the water boils /
extra barrel of tar,,
the brimstone, and;an
gruntled females to
We have a’ set of disI
deal with,, and his
\
majesty is particular
to have everything just \
right. Yes—very well,
down—good bye."
I’ll send them right
Turning to S±atan,
Be-el xe-bub remarked
suggestively: "I’m of the
nion------- your royal simpleness, th a t
it is going to be quite a
w after all. And if your esteemed liarship deems it worth your royal nibses’ trouble, I would suggest that
your Rottenness take in the entertainment,"
"Very well, Be-el ze-bub, I accept your valuable suggestion for
what it is worth, and will doubtless attend the function in person, as
it will afford an hour’s entertainment and serve to dispel the ennui
occasioned by the sameness of ordinary boilings and roastings. Yes, I
trust it will be a good show," softly roared the chief of Liars, while
an anticipatory smile played around the corners of his shark-like
jaws.
Suddenly his Majesty sprang to-his feet-with ,an exclamation and
a jesture of pain. "Does your royal hoof ache?" asked the scribe with
some concern,
"By the gloss on ray goateet It was worse than hoof gout," mutter
ed Satan clapping his hand over his solarplexus.
"I hope it is nothing serious, Mephistopheles the Only."
"Zounds. It iICLS struck me again— a sharp jab— a prick— a soul
racking pain as ’twer some inner function protesting at my hilarious
thoughts concerning the coming leg show. I’m a mind to-—to--cut it
out."

.HASKELL

.’Dost mean to ent out thy appendix, 0 Supremest?"
hut
J '"*“!* ■10t t0 torture mine own anatomy;
thought Jt might be as well to cut out
t •boilings of the ilappers, jusg ror Once., Because that jab of pain
• might be an., unnac countable trace of
that commodity known'as' ’ conscience ’
r- j.tiie. unspeakable te^mr; Tq. be on
.tftQ ,safe side, X. will eschew the •
pleasure of witnessing the burning
of the flappers, for the nonce—
and so mote it: be/"
....
' -f
•y t . I?Thy .-word is law, 0 .Great ■
Brims tone King J Therefor i, phone, to
the left wing of the House of Satan
and tell the executioner to wave the
boiling of-tae tongue- flamoers,
and to loose them from th^~~pen/f
" iQa, do so Be—el ze-bub,- then
prepare >.my couch. I will lie down
• for a spell,"
.
• .
Be--el ?e-bub got busy, while
his majesty started removing his
red sweater preparatory to lying
down. An ejaculation from his
aeyilship caused the bookkeeper to ask:
... ..........
k
jumy
^xu.Lord?"
—
"Uhat^i
, .
-n£h, some salawag has sewed a cursed burr into the lining of mv
?.\\“raen^ f1.. Vear\i’n su°h a way as to prick me whenever I turn or
j.ow Out mine abdomen in the natural pose of a Lord. By mv roial
ShtL1? t6 triclr th0 KinS of Hades with this
ia^uardly li-utlG_ibUxx? and uo make him almost repent his works. Whoever-did thia’ will boil? in oil. — Rfr-r-rl"
9USSG(\nGSS> allow'me-to inform your Devilshin that
thy; loving oil spring, thy charming imps of darkness did in the ^laytil6m?slYes in a way to rouse suspicion
unc. u a 1 is nou gold that glisters. During thy hours of pentie renose
llttlG.x^s
approach thy sleeping form and with sundry “
’
xji^cheis, plica a needle and thread on thwy garment of; wear,"said
".
*
che bookkeeper, wirh a knowing, wink.
- /Jo J? -possible tha.b--mine.aown kin has played a trick on their
old dad? Whac day 01 the month -is.;it?'*•'■
■
•
’•
"It is April the- First, your 'Nibses." ,■
'
..•'•■
,bA ^at’s :what--X thought ’ "< Roared: his Majesty in a voice that shook
hip GctSuie. ^It -s •as> ptoin as the horns on my head: Those kids have
played me. a henious April joke, and. on account of it I have let a
choice batch of; sinners go from my clutch. Perhaps its not too late- to
recapture them. Quick, Be-el ze-bub.?My long-distance te^scone "
insurwienb was handed his Majesty, and his Royal Ur athfuln_e.^. ad-j?Sbed bile Sl^ss to his. fiery headlights and scanned the vast
expanse between nades and the real of light.
iv •
And.as i live, they are going straight un the
and are nearing the.gates. But1 of course St. Peter won’t
_et rhc-m m,.. Ah, (’rad. Zodksl This is a setback to all hell. The
Gates have -swung, and the flappers have passed into the holy, realms
oea±ing
on Icneir
shoulders
an illuminated
reading ’MORE
TTRFR’T’v
m
WOMEN,
am undone.
I fear
all my workssign
ftllsSinto
diKSI
ev??
^relies will ..not point to me asith&.acme of Satanic
Power, wailed his Cussedness in anguish of spirit.
"Take- heart, oh great bunko stearer, and"let.-i-t^puss as a iokc
a more eoelicion of childish puppyishness that will be- forgotten in’a

research’ workers. In the second
dig
thy royal
br
place, it .would be too muah
except as
each
;th'G oublc- to try to’ date exactly
r../passing pleasantry,” .sighed
visit. So I’ll'be approximate only
..bookkeeper diplomatically. .
j
-;?By t|ie thunder of my hell,!I Too--’ this chronicle will not con-r
by
f j sunpese I will have to swallow the tain' details of visits here
fans
living
within
the
Hagerstown
bitter pill for the sake of^family
honor, but it shall .not go entirely area itself. They aren’t numerous,
unnoticed. There must be a show of and nothing tremendous happened
.. ..discipline in my realm or outsiders then.
The first to hit town
vi ere
will think that I am a back number
r '
I
Fred
Pohl
and
Jack
Gillespie,
alloted
because I have passed the
for
had
been
publishing
Spaceways
and
come
under
the
ago of devil
ban of the Osler theory. I’ll show s ome e i gh t mont hs and corrcspondcourse, but
good cd with many fans, of course
them that an old devil is as
had
been-spared
the
agony
of seeing
and
as any. You watch me...and listen,
any.
The
now
happily
almost
for Be-e1 z e-bub. Run down’to the Brim~
stone Playhouse’and try and rope in gottc-n Exclusionvention of 1939
July
those prankish kids. And on
yourj|.was held over the Fourth of
holidays
„
A
few
days
later,
Pohl
way back,- step into the toolhouse 9.
and get one of those triple -power andGillespie arrived, at around
6:30 in-the- evening. They h a d
• spanking machine's,” bellowed his
been
hitchhiking hither and yon
nibses.
their latest stop having been
• - ”Your Royal Cussedness shall
a
be obeyed.” replied the bookkeeper, Washington. After some use- of
while-a melancholy smile played a - pulmotor and oxygen tent, I was
for
cround the corners of his humorous , able to talk, which we did
hours.
It
was
the.
first
I
’
d
heard
b 1 ocdfehot eye’s,
'
..;
of the just-completed Convention .
■Credit to Pohl; ,his version-of the
^unfortunate incidents agreed sub
stantially with the one finally
q, ■agreed upon by-disinterested part
ies as most accurate. They left at
around ten or eleven,.1 walking
down with them to where their
hitchhiking should begin anew. The
story of this was told, in more dc.HARRY WARNER
•tail, in Fantasy Digest about ’two
.;note:'-this article IS a... years ,ago»
Thdh 'abbut three days later ,
• good .representative- type of - the ‘ ’
on
a
blazing hot evening with
th
sort appearing in American fanzine
a
publications from time to time. It under rolling in the distance,
car
pulled
up
in
front
of
the
will introduce you to many
names
from
of we11-Im own American fans. War - house. People spewed forth
it;
five
of
them
in
all,
and
I
met
ner is the former publisher of
more
fans.
Two
of
the
five
were
SPACEWAYS, now a temporary war
not we peculiar creatures;
thcother three were Dale Hart, V/altall
This is going to take- on t ho er Sullivan, and Julius Pohl
more
or
less
inactive
at
pre.
broad outlines of Boh Tucker’s re cent articles on fans’ visits
to They too had been to the Nycon.
to
I w ouldn ’ t They were on their way home,
Texas,
Oklahoma,
and
other
points
nave thought of it is he hadn’t
west. This affair, too, was " de
written his,
I shall not give precise dates scribed in Fantasy Digest, Suffice
it to say here, that part of them
in the first place, I can think of went
to visit Leslie F. Stone
at
no conceivable reason why sm
the nx ten
or
eleven
in
the
evening,got
;o visited me back about two the next morning
,
could be of use to you or future
after the rest of us were- on
our
day, It is beneath
113 ty to notice it,

bed- of painj Yes--somehow we managed to find room for thorn. Next morn
ing they left.
As for the next; I’m not positive. But I believe that it was
Speer and Rothman. They came that slimmer, anyway. It was another hot
day. This time, though, 1 had been forewarned of their approach some
days in advance, and was prepared. We had a very fine time. We went to
see Miss Stone once more, woke her o from her beauty sleep, and still
got a good reception. We pawed over hiy collection a bit, and reinforced
the inner man. On this trip, I was struck most corcibly with the most ;
outsnading characteristic of fans. Even more than reading stf, they
seem to love to argue. Speer and Milty arc the champions. I doubt that
three subjects were- brought up during their eight hours here that
weren’t pitched into. Toward dusk, they headed South and were gone back
to Washington, reaching there without a repitition of the phoncpolc
incident. It was this visit, incidentally, that caused me to begin my
nefarious habit of making carbon copies of letters.
But Willis Conover might have been here previous to the Washing
ton lads. As mentioned, I’m not sure. Anyway, he- too arrived that
summer or early fall. Unannounced, he came; more, I’d never had the
slightest contact with him before. Such a thing could happen only in
fandom. There was a knock on the door in the evening, I went, he said
he was Willis Conover, I said fine, :and he came in and wo started to
talk about stf# He had along with him some lovely things: a photo of
Lovecraft I’d dearly love to possess (it looks more like the man
you’d expect him to be than any other picture I’ve seen); some Einlay
and Conover originals; and other odd items. Somehow, I passed the
rea.'.irk about Argosy. He mentioned how much he’d like to get the old
issues with the famous fantasies, this being before the publication of
the Munsey reprint magazines. I said, well, the second-hand store
there in town has lots and lots of issues for the past twenty years.
He suggested we go down and inspect them. We went. Host were back in
an old shed back of the store. It wasn’t electrified, so the proprietor
trotted out an old kerosene lamp. We set it on a rickety stool, and
its ghostly illumination started to ‘work, hunting fantasies. The
shed was wondon.t'Ully dry, made out of wood, there were tons of magazines
all about, and'a very slight jar of the lamp would have caused a *
bonfire big enough to bring out half of Hagerstown. We genuflected
toward Mecca every ten minuted, and survived. He ended.up by buying
several hundred copies, and havings them shipped to his home in Salis
bury or Cambridge, or some similarly small town on the Eatsern sho»
of Maryland. And during that sorting, we talked of everything under
the sun, I learning much pi» fandom before my advent into its mysteries
and Willis,- getting all the latest scandal that had occurred since he
departed from the scene.
Last to arrive during 1939 were Tucker, Reinsberg, Meyer. Mar
cone ope and Mrs. Tucker, on their way to Philly. I had half-promised
I mighu join Ghen on the way and attend the Philly Conference they
were.aiming for, ,/nen I saw the only room for me would be on the
running-board, I backed out. They stayed only about two hours being
behind schedule already. Naturally, it wasn’t possible to get’a good
biu said during bhat time. We snapped photos, and looked at new
issues of fanzines, and they left.
_
1940, bhere was an almost complete absence of visitations. Here
I am stuck, I seem to remember someone being here during that summer.
But I can’t, afuer three solid minutes of weighty thinking, remember*
who it or they was or were. Art Widner & party passed through town in
tjuly a.t bwo. in the morning, touching off a train of circumstances that
to fanzine editors dusting off their obituaries for me. And Paul
,^chafer fully intended to stop by. Maybe that’s what confused me.
as best as I can remember, Elmer Perdue was the only one here

that year. Ho oam© in November. I think, and we got two hours
of talk in between buses. Nothing outstanding happened. We just talked,
In 1941 there were, first of all, Widner, Rothman, Bell, Unger
and Madle, who arrived lune 29. I remember the- date, for it is tne only
tine thus far I was warned well in advance of the approach of the expetitionary force. They got here with thunder rumbling in the distance
once more—I’m starting to get suspicious J—and the- thermometers bust
ing their guts from heat. Upto my room we traipsed; sweat ran iron us
and Art’s convention magazines ran from the mimeo. Then it was down
stairs, to spread malicious gossip and say not particularly compliment
ary things about certain people. I was amazed to learn Rohl was out as
editor* we had ice-cream, and the occasion was particularly noteworthy
in that it was my first second-seeing of any fan; the honored party is
Rothman, As the dusk fell, they headed west.
Then shortly later, Russell Chauvenet and his sister stayed over
for several hours on their way home ifrom New jersey or somewhere. That
was probably shortest of all sojourns here, for Russell had to get back
and wanted to go over a particular and slightly longer route, Says
LRC of his sister: VI’ve known her for a long time and still, haven’t
been able to get her doing three things: reading stf,, playing chess,
and putting catsup on baked beans.” So sad it is.
Final up to date: one, R’. M. Brown, from Washington, -,D.C., pre
viously unimown to me. He had been motoring.around, and happened to remember I lived in Hagerstown when he found himself near here. Presto,
another snap friendship built ixp in an instant. He appears a bit sus
ceptible to the fandom germ, and I am hoping he’ll soon contract a
severe case of fanitis. His present symptons include a great desire to
know about several of the more delectable bits.of fan scandal, and his
buying of an outrageously large amount of .back’ issues of Spaceways,
putting a lovely ^sum of money in my purse,
■
/
And out of all those fahs, not a single one dared go near a ■
mirror J
.
•
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SONG OF THE ROCKETEERS
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We have sailed the galaxies.
.From Sol to Hercules,
•We have watched a million dawns’; * • <
On myriad worlds and then moved on.
We’ve blasted trails across the black
- Of sunless skies unbeaten track,
' ■ We have known the hell of cold,
The heat of suns unwaxing old.
Our brows are black with cosmic tan
We claim the universe for man.
The dying speck of solar range,
Our cradle home, seems far and strange.
While rockets blast and hearts are stout,
We*ljL search the cosmic reaches out.
-Virginia yNanek” Combs,

LIGHT FLASHES. ■
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• H c 0:';N- T /
R / w 1 s Evi■
famous, .< though-perhaps in a slight lyt_
----—r
different way.,.;.A random thought'
I’m sorry-but’I can’t .help it,
mightn’t be amiss here:• those Can - :Mrs.” Walker'has stirred the :pool
adian SUPER SCIENCES may be swell , and she is bound4-to. find some odd
and certainly'are. But if you think- fish rising out of it, Thid , should
we aren’t missing a thing by n o t be Child’s work, but he doesn’t
being able to-get the American ed - have time between heaping criti
ition, consider the February 1943
cisms to answer her. Not that
she
cover illustrating Frank Bellmap
ne eds. answering; on the . c ontrary .
Long’S ’’Circle :of-Youth” (we’ll see answers
.
won’t, suffice. This
/ is
it here soon).. The story gets - the where
•
a -person’s beliefs ‘and firm cover spot, a beautiful Virgil Fin- <est foundations must support them 0
lay with, a -gorgeous brunette
that>
¥rom the'.scientific viewpoint,
makes.us forget the girl we left be reincarnation would solve some" pr I Oh yes, looking down at
the oblems beautifully. But it would be
is a B.E.M (Bug-eyed monster!/ violating the evolution scheheeMan
. .Quote by Lamb from the Spring goes- up, it is* true, but from whence
.3 CAPTAIN FUTURE: ’’lust a
word did he start? 'Amoebas, say some
&out- Brett Sterling. With Edmond apes say others. Well, amoebas • or
ami Iton joining our armed forces apes, the answer is the same. ,IT an
do.his
bit is the biggest mistake God ever,
tod do.
his loyal and patriotic
far.1 Uncle Sam, Mr. Sterling
has made. He upsets the scheme of ex
taken over., the task of writing - the istence no end, Everything moved a-Japtain .Future itoric-s for-the dur* long smoothly and nicely until
he
ation”. Unquot c Lamb says, from the popped up and; turned creation
u,
unway Sterling-writes • he copies Ed ’s side down. To say he caused the ex
stuff a little noo well for it . . to tinction of several kinds ’of snec be- a' cbinci&e:ti06vFor*myself• I’d- • w‘ las--of* animals', including' early man
say the war soon ought to be over , .would be restating history, In the
for Hamilton has always saved
th animal class, he did away with the
world so far, and why ought he. to passenger pigeon,.the great Auk,the
fail this time?... .According to * - Giant Moa, the dodo, which was
a
Poolr Rc-viwc- Digest, Anthony Boucher bird in spite of efforts to deny it
author of ’’Barrier” and ”Rocket t o mostJof .the buffalo,, almost with
the Morgue” under the name, of :..H-,H» the bedver, and~is,rapidly getting
Holmes, is really a g
‘.L_ name rof the ’gorilla ’and o£her big gent* by ths/
of William Anthony Parker.White,
game species. In- men, man did away
(courtesy MFS Bulletin)«..In the ■ with-the_Cro-magnon first, then the
1942 edition of Bob Tucker’s FanzineAzterq > Incas, and Mayas. Sure, the
Yr,r,r-hnnk
nh just arrived with
HZUecS,
Yearbook, vihi
which
latter peoples mentioned have their
the- Fourth Anniversary issue- of his descendents
but not a one is
of
Lc Zombie, I notice LIGHT is
the
pure
strain.
The
pure-blooded
Kan
only fanzine listed and accredited aka or Hawaiian is going by
the
to Canada! Also in his list of
board. I could say the same about
□xtra-American subscribers, the
the American Indian, except
that
only Canadians listed are Albert
they are more Plentiful now than
Betts, Toronto, and Los Croutch.,,, they were just after the first
Apologies must be offered for
the white men arrived.
non-appearance of Tick Talk in this
What this has to do with rein
issue. It is impossibel to -print
carnation is merely a matter' of
what is non-existent, Hilkert si - showing that man should nay his
Lppc-d here. I’ll give him the benc- debts in some way to offset the
■’?it of the doubt and say he
was srememdousamount of damage he does
'< o busy. It cannot be that it
is no his own self.The lady no
doubt
-cause it isn’t liked, as so
far has a good background of Buddhistic
■-j ry Canad ian who c ommentc d liked or Hindue culture in order to speak
' vcry well, and o did the Yanks, so authoritively. Her views
"are
(see page 12);
highly welcome and would be shown
*.1.1
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-•aain should she have a chance to
write again.
Reincarnation is the principal
that people live again in other bod
ies or personalities, going upward
Fred Hurter’ It1 s Nomination o
each time, paying off. debt after
ddbt as they go, until they?reach m
Most certainly a particularly hot
Nirvana, or oblivion*’ Now.,- what/r ■j
happens after they have reache-pb- corner of hell should be reserved
for that bane of fantasy collect
livion? What happens to their,-” imm
ors-; that certain group of fan
ortal soul”? How high can fthpjr
reach? In what way would their pay publishers who change the size Cz
ing of debts help them along? And
name and- shape of* the in? publicat-'
an is reincarnated again and ions every issue. You know
the
type I mean. He usually starts
aga-f nt' shouldn't he remember some
of’those past lives and profit -.by with a conservative standard size
hecto mag named, say. Gory Tales.
those mistakes? But how oftem does
out
he? itow many times does he backs1 - For-the- next issue it comes
as a
. regal sized mimeo
ide? Does he ever reach the point
where he is so stuck in the mire
job called Gory Story (the
name
and much of his own designing that printed- upside down on- the cover
ho can never get out? What then?Be- to indicate the publisher’s orig
inality); then he decides to re
ete me, I’m not trying to start
trouble. I would appreciate answers turn to’hecto, but making it only
half the original size and renam
3- those questions*
Meanwhile, actifans and fans
ing it Fantastic Stenchures (name
a:-e still indistinguishable9
and this time written in microscopic
inexstinguishable♦ Anyhow, the
print diagonally across the back
servifans are neither one. They are page)* For the fourth issue he rehalf-way between fans and actifans, turns to mimeo, turning out a one
for they read much, write- occasion sheeter on pink paper, for the
ally, and want with all their er - fifth, he decides to blueprint it
satz hearts to be back in the st re air and turns out an issue to size of
again.
a post card, and finally he turns
The biggest advantage in being it out by means of carbon copies,
an actifan- or a fan, either, for
This is, I admit, the worst
that matter-of-factness with which
type of these publishers, but
they accept the impossibilities of there are others in the same gen
this existence. WaS.cyer life more
eral group. Take for instance the
impossible- than it is"today? Were
publisher who never puts out more
ever.prophets/more true/than the?
than ahe or two issues of a mag-zones-who ertbhasized the’ 'tremendous •jine,' before he-begins. to publish
effects the h$xt warwould, hdve ? 6n< ■ -anotherFinally, he’ ends ' up with
the people vo'f* this "world? this
is a two page affair,'one page of
the •'■biggest break apt if and qm
has which is occupied with... Goony
ever had: Now is _tliq chance
for Tales, combined with Hoary'Story,
things to be done. To pay attention URlTuts, Fantasy World, Illustrat
to the future and to start looking
ed Strange Stories, Horrible St skyward. Planes aye' going up and up; inkers, Fantasy Fans Favorite
,
someday a plane-will reach the
The Horror, etc.
moon*
- :
Then, too, there is the minor
Contrariwise, I can’t even get offender, the publisher who writes
home •
■'
out one issue in longhand,
then
Beb
he manages to get out an issue in
old gothic print, and then
after shifting from Pica
to Elite, to Micro, he finall y
decides to print by hand, and in
capital letters. Also in this
group, come the publishers
who
use red ink on one page, green on

(. < ■

.tnc next, purple, yellow, blue, nd^.enlightened* as yet to the' fact that
wbcj a lot of people,, when vooing, still
finally pink; the .publishers
use pink, grsen yellow, blue
with
gold trim, grey, brown, and o range their forefathers did and it would
in be breaking old family traditions
J paper, all clashing together
one issue.
if they didn’t. Sounds like hill Yes, most certainly these
billy feudismjI There are sene
■should have a very warm corner
in parts of the Labor parties that need
hell, a corner, preferably headed b straightening but if young people
by the little monstrosities
they would read some of their literature
publishe
and become acquainted with new
views and understandings, they
might learn where real democractic
THE MAIL SOX
ideas really lay for young peoples
future. There’s real gold in them
otters from the
thar bills, if you’re broadminded
enough to investigate, Ted is also
right, regarding the' French people
I nave visited in Quebec and ’found
n these pgs readers
a deal as., there is in Ont-1'
arioc How much French money,stamps
sueerest combination of which
I oy even language do we have
here
ever heard:
□ u fantasy pro- in Ontario? 7ery little’.1’ The
-issian, c oils ist French poys are enlisting and-help
o
•of French,
ing to defend our'country. So why
should they be. classed as-illegit
The mag flcurisht in the dec imate?
■" .
ade 'P.O-150 e Whereas the States
has pubs like This Week, Friday , Franklin Lee. Baldwin, Grangeville,
etc, th© Chino-Huso periodical had I jaho» Re~garding ~H1?L and dlritings:
'.he corresponding title, Seven
A lot of what he wrote is
pure
Seems originly some Co, pr - imagination, but according to his
inted a fantasy in Pocket Book"
letters he did dream a few of his
x ?orm entitled '’Seven Days5’; it
ideas. He mentions that a certain
caut on; & so a new mag was born , thing he wrote was almost a dir . retaining the title.
ect transcript of a dream he had
In size similar to the numer the previous night. Lovecraft was
ous novel-bks mushrooming on US
strictly a scholar and a student
•stands, Seven Days seems to have of the first water and in view of
been 75$^ant’asy I- a quarter det - the environment he had from early
zectales. Like 10 Story Book,
the childhood and his ever current
•mag that publisht ”the Oddest St-, poor
it is more than log cries in America5', Seven Days was ical health
that
he
peruse the activit —i
‘. llus t rated pr of us eTy wiTli^ s pi c y ies he did. Much
of the stuff he
Parisienne pix having nothing what
wrote was deeply influenced
by
soever to do with the contents.
the
early
reading
habits
he
had
\
One tale told of a bathysfere
He
was
deeply
interested
all
encountering a weird subsea civi lization, Another related of a un through life in Greek Mythology
and things of that nature.- Edgar
ique horizontal-building culture
Allan
Poe was one of his first *
on a dense-atmosfered planetoid of
loves
in fiction. Also Lovecraft
one of the rings of Saturn. Truly
was
keenly
interested in sciencet
stfal storysJ
astronomy, geology, archaeology ,
and many of the sciences of
the
Thelma ’’Pat” V/hite, Toronto, Ont.
mind
and
body.
So
you
can
sec
In defence ox Ted versus’Itorman Vt
Iamb, Ted comes from a broadminded that he was very broad in his st
udies and had deep insight
into
political family, and has learned
the
factual
as
well
as
fictional.
to ’”iew each side of> Political ;
Parties. Maybe Worm hasn’t bean

Jock Morgan, Scotland
to save the world in the nick
of
By the way, I’ve always intended
time.
What
an
imagination
that
asking you to explain your rather
guy’s got’’’
strange address, /referring to the
*”Box 121”- Ed/ Wiy only ”Box 121”’ &
’’Parry Sound-? That conveys to
my Frefl fflgtor Jr,, Montreal, Quebec.
Re ’tamtf. I am quite aware- of the
mind a picture of a Log Cabin
limitations of handweapons .
j
situated amid a Pine Forest with
have
used.a
snub
nosed
38
whose
the roaring of rapids in the back ground. Don* t write back and
tell effective accurate range was meas
me that Parry Sound is a up and com ured in feet, I wish Lamb had coming city or you will shatter all my pie ued the quote, which is “power
childhood illusions with regard to and range without too much weight”
you rugged Canadians,
Sound I was compurinffTt with t'he eyegun
which would be far heavier for the
happens to have at present a pop
ulation of about 10,000, The regul- equivclant range. Also re that 30
50 fd range business. I would not
•ar population is somewhere around
go
so far as to say that no short
half that much. Box 121 refers to
barreled-weapon
is any gooef over
the number of the box I rent at the
30
yds,
I
have
watched
Swiss off post office as there is no house to
icers
practising,
and
they
use
a
house mail delivery here and I dis
50
metre
range
(54
yds).
Either
like standing in line for general
delivery wicket service. Sorry
to Swiss officers are all marksmen m
shatter your delusions, John,
but for they hxk ’‘seemed to have no
that still doesn’t make us unrugged difficulty in making good scores
Canadians, does itV-Ed/7, Suppose you or the 30. cal (7.65 mm) Swiss
have noticed by ”Fido” that we Br model Luger they use is a better
itish Fans? have a Society to
our pistol than is used over here.Also
credit. Strange to relate,
though the long barreled Luger is consid
ered accurate enough to necessitate
the actual Society has been formed
the putting of an adjustable
el
this last six months or so, live
evating
raer
sight
on
it,
similar
yet to send in my entrance fee.Dont to those on rifles. Were the range
ask me why. I don’t know. I am
limited to 50 yards, there would
either dead lazy or societies don’t be
no need for an adjustable rear
.interest me. Actually, the last
sight.
The new model Mauser pistol
mentioned reason is more or
less also has
adjustable sights, “ as*
true, as I never did see the point well as an
attachable stock—case m
to these ideas. There’s much talk
a
about getting together and making a which converts the pistol into
short
barreled
rifle.
The
range
of
better world in the far distant
the Mauseris also well over 50 yds
future, yet we keep fighting like
Mauser incidentally, is nriced
cats and dogs amongst ourselves .How The
at
$250.
(Stecger Arms).
the hell we can expect to make
a
There are more factors th an
better world with that sort of
just
the spin limiting hand weap thing going on is beyond me.
Of
ops. In revolvers, there is a loss
course, the whole, point is, that
the average fan takes his sf
t oo in cheap models, in the jump from
seriously* At least, that is my on- the cylinder to the barrel.'in all
hand weapons, the shortness of the
inion and it makes me sick to read
barrel
makes it impossible for the
some of the tripe that appears
in
bullet
to make full use of
the
fan mags with regard to the
shape
thrust
of
the
gases*
Inaccuracies
of things to come. Still, I
am
hardly in a position to judge as I result from lack of sufficient
have never written an article
of spin, as Lamb mentioned, from t he
escaping gases pushing unevenly on
any description in my life, It
takes me all my time to send in my the bullet just as it leaves t he
barrel. Also, wind resistance, and
subscription when it’s due, God
help the world if its future depend? gravity limit the range. However ip.
on mugls like myself. But then,"*" we many of these are terrestrial con
ditions, in space and under lesser
nan leave it up to Eddie Hamilton
or no gravity many of these would

VOTE FOR YOUR THREE CHOICES
EACH BRACKETT.

IN

continuing

LIGHT FLASHES
tl?,.In this issue you are intro
Trjc-d to another member of the
by
?ow familiar White family- Ted’s
:\ste-r Pat, who leaps into
this

FrenohwCanadian arguaeirfr'nhich has
been going on for some time between
those two defenders of democracy ,
Cpl, Ted White and Sgt Baa Baa«...
Well, well, latest evidence of the
p^rer restrictions in the US
is
to b* seen in the April 1943 AS .
It was scheduled to have 520 pages
but insteoA it appeared with * but
240...Lamb reports that “Warrior
of the Dawn” by Harold Brown,which
originally appeared serially
in
AMAZIall, will appear in book form,
in March of this year. He says Jhe
doesn't know the publisher but
I
suggest Ziff-Davis might be
the
one as tney ^so publish AMAZING,.
..Any of. you writes the Sgt
o-n.
sending him. books use
new Qaaress; Sgt, N. V. Lamb, 203 i^n-n ST
#3 Highway, Simcoe, Ontario.
FLASH- Tick Talk came in too 1 ate
for printing. It was written
MMS
John Hilkert who advises me Johnis in the States at this moment • f
and has been for several weeks.She
says he’ll tell us all about it in
the next Tick-Talk, Mrs. Hilkert’n
edition won’t be wasted as it
is
very interesting, being titled,
“Marriage. to a Pulp Artist”. This
will be printed in the April num ber, <and if John sends one along.
for April it will be run also
make an extra-long
Tick Talk
_____
for
that month ____Don’t be surprised
if wedding bells chime for our own
Sapper this summer. Godfrey seems
to have gone and dood itl......,.!
suggest you keep an eye open
for
work by new1 Act ifan John Guislin
in future numbers. He has sent in
some rather neat art work which
has been accepted.,,.You should
read the editor’s mail here and see
the bad guesses made as to new faa
Pluto’s real identity. They
have
suggested everyone but Hitler him
self I You’re all wet, gangl.......
PLANET STORIES went bi-monthly
with the January 1943 number......
Wat’s this? A letter from From©
sayings he is again interested in
fandom and LIGHT. What gives,Nils?
••.??? Laney asks me if I am
an
the verge of going into the army.
Says Wakefield said so. Tskl 1/hat
gives there also, Harold? Toron to
appears to be the “City of Rumors”
Nothing to it, Laney...So long....

■

disappear. There would be no w ind
resistance, only slight deviations
due to gravity; the range would be
limitless in a way. Also, as
be
seen, the- speedgun has a very 1 ong,
barrel, about 8 inches, which helps
in the way of accuracy. Also
it
fires in bursts like a machinegun ;
there should be no difficulty
in
hitting a space-ship at even a half
e. mile.
Lamb’s statement is no doubt
true for the average pistol
used
yndor terrestrial conditions, but Idoubt if it -would apply to a pre cision made long barreled pistol
firing bursts, and under conditions
found in space or on the smaller
planets.
/~wc- now throw the- ball
back
to Lamb, if he wishes to try for a
touchdown on this question - Ed/
- -----— — — — —--- _____ _----------Have YOU voted for your choice- for
threc*Test stories, (in order)
,
three articles and three pieces of
poetry printed last year?
Hero
are the standings to the end
of
"Fobruaruary:
Stories
Return to Lakar.. */.’•....... 15 pts.
Homecoming..........4 pts.
Cavern of the Damned....... 3 pts.
Articles
A. E. Van VogtT.VTTT.......... .10 pts.
Why Not a French Fantasy
Mag?...... 4 pts.
Birth of Ontario Fandom.... 3 pts.
Eunuchs in the Pulps....... .2 pts.
Fanerium Tremens........................ 2- pts.
Sex and Fantasy,........... 2 nts.
(Contrariwise column)...... 2 pts.
Verse
Phantasm.8 pts.
Expectation................ 6 pts.
What'Time Hath Wrought..... 3 pts.
You.............................. 3 pts.
Panegyric................................... ♦ . 3 pts.
Time.................................. ..... 3 pts.

